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YANN-BER TILLENON

(Political Leader of the Breton Movement)
ATTESTATION:
I, Jean-Pierre Tillenon, born on
December 5, 1957 in Paris 75013, bachelor, French citizen,
artist, certify the veracity of the following facts to which I
have been the direct witness thereof.
For many years, France has been a hypocritical
totalitarian country, but as all nations of Marxist inspiration,
such totalitarianism has been especially worsening since it
has been ruled by a Socialist government. Current French
institutions are totally enslaved under materialism. France
cannot accept anything that might escape her tyrannical and
corrupt control.
There is an appalling censorship of any press media, very
similar to the worst former period of the Communis t
countries and of Nazism, yet all that with an appearance of
liberalism and of humanism. It is, in fact, the plain
dictatorship of mendacity and of hypocrisy. Maybe they want
us to believe that systematic telephone espionage has
something to do with a better health coverage....
The French nation, which has reached the very worst of
her true nature with the current socialism, always endeavored
to eliminate those who were not entirely convinced of the
"blessing" of the mandatory, dominant standard.
The worst apex of the French cultural depredation has
undoubtedly occurred in Brittany where the Breton people
have been totally brain-mutilated during this century.
Nowadays, the Bretons have completely lost conscience of
themselves, of their language, and of their history. They are
considered as heretics in the so-called universalistic French
society. From such a point on, Breton alienation is complete.
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They have forgotten their hygienic and medical precepts of
the ancient native religion which had survived until the 19th
century, to wit, the rules of a healthy and peaceful life
without all our sufferings. Twenty-five centuries ago, our
Druids already professed that the whole universe dwells
within our own selves (of human beings). They were not
afflicted with our current superficial view of human
sufferings and poisonings. They taught a philosophy whose
effects brought a bewildering balance of perfect health,
physically, affectively, mentally and spiritually.
Philip Savage is one of the ultimate keepers of such
prodigious and ancient Lore who conflicts so highly with
French socialist, rationalist and cartesianist beliefs.
Philip Savage cannot be accepted by the Medical
(Marxist) Board that has been created on October 7, 1940 by
the Nazis themselves, by Petain (the leader of the French
Fascists) and under the aegis of Dr. Alexis Carrel, the father
of racial eugenics.... The very same political government to
which belonged (until 1943) the current leader of the French
Socialist, Francois Mitterand himself,' who then got a
materialist vision of a "robotized" human being reshaped by
chemical industry. A like tradition has been perpetuated in
France until today. In such a profit-based official medicine,
there is no room at all for any alternative. They just endeavor
to force into exile any traditional therapist such as Philip
Savage.
If ever they would catch him in France, there is no doubt
that they should jail him or kill him. He represents such a
danger for the official history, for the official art, for the
official philosophy and the official medicine, which do not
want to acknowledge the self-healing possibilities of human
Attached to this attestation is a copy of the document of December 1942: the Nr
5 of the official newspaper of the French Nazis ("France-New Order") in which
Francois Mitterand himself wrote an especially apologetic article toward the
German Nazis whom he described as the other "connection of a same cycle"
fortunately bound to be unified with its French fascist counterpart.
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physiology under spiritual induction and without external
agents or chemicals as proclaimed by Philip Savage.
I hereby grant him such an attestation for him to be
protected by the United States of America against all
persecutions of the French Socialist government.
I am in no way related to him or under his professional
influence.
I am perfectly aware that any misstatement of mine might
bring penal charges against myself.

